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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Stories about West Texas have long been popular be-

cause it is in this region that such exciting events as buf* 

falo hunts, Indian battles, and cattle roundups have taken 

place. The history of this section of Texas includes the 

exploits of Colonel Ranald Naol^neie and his Raiders, plo* 

neer rancher Charles Ooodnightji and even, to a small degree, 

those of the notorious outlaw Billy the Kid, With these 

better known figures of history were countless others not so 

well*known« Living out his life on the very tag«>end of the 

frontier period was a relatively obscure newspaperman who 

had the foresight to realize he was witnessing the death of 

an era and who had such a passionate interest in that era 

that he endeavored to preserve its history in writing long 

before such men as Andy Adams and Eugene Manlove Rhodes made 

the westem-^styXe story popular. This man was Don Hampton 

Biggers. He wrote six books about West Texas. 

He did not merely sit down and decide to write a 

book about West Texas, but more often combined series of ar

ticles and stories which he had written for his various 

newspapers into books. His books appeared Inten&ittently 

from 1889 to 1933* These books are not novels, nor would it 

be entirely accurate to call them histories. Five of them 

could more accurately be described as booklets rather than 



as books. For the most part, they are collections of stories 

and Incidents loosely held together by a common theme. They 

are written in the bombastic, highly ornamented style of the 

West Texas newspaperman of the late nineteenth and early 

twentieth centuries rather than in the academic style, but 

this makes them more interesting and useful for this study. 

The purpose of this study is to show something of 

the vocabulary and usage common in West Texas in the days 

when it was the last frcmtier as illustrated in the works of 

Biggers, Related to this primary purpose is a desire to note 

any expressions which are distinctively West Texan in origin 

80 that they will be available for linguists, historians, or 

others who may be interested in words of West Texas. 

Because of Biggers* love for almost everything West 

Texan and because of his opportunities as a Journalist for 

preserving the early West Texas vocabulary in print, Don 

Hanq;>ton Biggers is an unexcelled source of information about 

West Texas vocabulary and usage of his period. 

It is desirable to comi^nt upon such related subjects 

as the Biggers* style, grammar, and spelling. Such comments 

are not intended as criticism of Biggers' education, which 

was better than the average in West Texas at that time, even 

though it was acquired during only a few years' attendance at 

a siaall frontier school with a six months school term. Nor 

is this study presented as a reflection ui>on his personality 

or literary ability. Boyce House thought well enough of 



Biggers to speak of him as "a picturesque Journalist who 

later wrote several books, which have become collector's 

items, on Texas themes." 

While numerous West Texas locutions used by Biggers 

are noted in the following pages, many more must still re

main within the pages of his books, newspaper articles, and 

correspondence. Although the present study is not offered 

as an exhaustive examination of the material, it is hoped 

that it will serve as an authentic, if limited, analysis of 

certain aspects of early West Texas vocabulary and usage. 

^ Boyce House, Oil Field Fury (San Antonio: The Nay-
lor CoaB̂ âny, 1957)# p. ii. 



CHAPTER II 

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OP DON HAMPTON BIGGERS 

The information in the biograi^iical sketch here of

fered is taken largely from Seyi«>ur V. Connor's A Biggers 
1 

Chronicle, Certain facts have been verified from letters 

in the Biggers Collection of the Southwest Collection of 

Texas Technological College, 

Don Hampton Biggers was b o m in Meridian, Texas, on 

Septeaiber 27, 1868. He was the son of Elisabeth and Samuel 

Washington Biggers, who later had three other sons and one 

daughter. The parents had migrated frc»& Georgia to Texas 

following the Civil War, About 1871 the family moved to 

Erath County, In I876 they moved to a ranch near Bracken-

ridge. 

After the death of their mother, when Don Biggers 

was about thirteen and his youngest brother only four, the 

Biggers children were often left with Hank Smith and his 

wife at the Oriental Hotel in Fort Griffin. Don Biggers at

tended school in Cisco six months a year but continued to 

help his father with the ranch duties after school hours. 

During the summers he worked for sheep ranchers in the Fort 

Seymour V. Conner, A Biggers Chronicle (Lubbock: 
Texas Technological College, i^oiT* containing a reprint of 
Biggers' History That Will Never Be Repeated and Connor's 
biography of Biggers, 



Griffin area. 

Sometime during his adolescent years Biggers must 

have served an apprenticeship as a printer, for in 1884 he 

went to work as a "cub" on the Colorado City Clipper, A few 

months later he returned to Cisco to work in a local print 

shop and write his Hand-Book of Reference Containing a Direc

tory and Description and a Summary of the Various Advantages 

of Eastland County Texas. This amusing little book consists 

laz*gely of advertisements by local merchants. It must have 

been very successful financially, for in I890 Biggers was 

able to move to Midland and buy the Gazette, the first in a 

long line of newspapers he was to own. 

Having attained a measure of financial security, Big

gers married his childhood sweetheart, Nettie Lee Cox, on 

October 3» I890, Their life together included many moves, 

seven children, and fluctuations of fortune from near-

poverty to considerable wealth. They were together almost 

constantly for sixty-seven years and died less than a month 

apart. 

The pattern of ups and downs and of constant change 

began with the loss of almost all of their possessions in a 

fire in Midland a few months after their marriage. One bene

ficial outccane of the fire, however, was Biggers' transfer 

to the Albany News. There he worked with Edgar Rye, a flam-

buoyant and versatile frontier newspaperman whose influence 

upon Biggers' later writing and activity can hardly be 



doubted. 

Biggers either owned or worked on various papers 

throughout the western part of the state of Texas. He 

often seemed a restless wanderer. He would establish a 

paper, only to sell it once it began to flourish, 

Biggers was well qualified to serve as historian 

for West Texas, Seymour Connor has observed of himt 

Don Hampton Biggers, a West Texas newspaper editor, 
printer, and chronicler of the West Texas frontier, 
was not a historian and probably never read Tur
ner's famous essay, but Biggers, like Turner, had 
that Innate sense of history that many historians 
never acquire even through (or perhaps because of) 
extensive academic training**-and Biggers too had 
the same feeling of urgency about the disappearance 
of the "old days," Althoitgh he lacked many of the 
advantages of a Frederick Ofackson Turner, he pos
sessed an infinitely closer personal acquaintance 
with the passing of the frontier. He had grown up 
on the open range and as a boy had sat around the 
campfires of the buffalo hunters. Before he reached 
maniiood, the buffalo were slaughtered and the open 
range was gone. Be never deploz^d the fact, nor 
cried out for a return to the good old days, but he 
seems to have felt that he had been a witness to ob
livion. His genuine urge to preserve the story of 
the past is the underlying element in his early 
chronicles of West Texas, and he carried this acute 
awareness of change into his later political and 
Journalistic career as a militant reformer.2 

Dr. Connor has also observed that: 

Much impetus was given to his writing and to his in
terest and to his interest in regional history by 
his experience in the summer of 1900 when he served 
as livestock enumerator for a large district of 

Connor, A Biggers Chronicle^ p. 87. 



West Texas for the decennial census of that year. 
During July and August he made an extended buggy 
trip through the western counties, visiting with 
old time ranchers, former buffalo hunters, and In
dian fighters. His official duties afforded him 
an opportunity to listen to tales of the frontier 
aiKl to take notes on canpfire stories. It was on 
this trip that he met the celebrated Jim Downs and 
heard trim pioneer cowmen reports of the great "dle-
ups" of 1885-1886, which he was to use so effective
ly a few years later, 3 

Biggers was a strongly individualistic man with vig

orous oplnicms on many subjects. He was interested in poli

tics ^iroughout his life although he refused to folbw any 

one party. At times he leaned toward socialism. His indi

viduality and political bias are shown in a letter he wrote 

to the Sister Elizabeth Kenny Foundatioi after receiving a 

request for a donation: 

Every time I buy anything, no matter what, at the 
present extortionate prices, I em reminded that this 
wild, grafting inflationary business is paralysing 
me and my kind, and if continued much longer the 
whole nation will be hit a fatal paralytic stroke. 
The profiteering bui^ have deprived me and my kind 
of donation resources* I am tired of this ginme 
stuff one day and buy war bonds the next. If the 
people were given the truth and an honest, sensible 
administration of public affairs, neither of these 
things would happen. 

I have the highest admiration for Elizabeth Ksnny, 
a noble woman ana a great humanitarian. Blessed are 
the little children, but damn the brutes that convert 
them into cannon fodder after scxne noble soul has 
done so much to save them froci soiie cruel, though 
less horrible, fate. 

•̂  Connor, A Biggers Chronicle^ pp. 92-93. 
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Stiotera aant to xoe are harawith ratumed. I am 
naittiar Catl»>lic or Proteatantj juat an al l round 
and i^iaiatant humanitarian, h^laaaly in the minor
ity. 

About 1909 he moved to lAiMook, Texas. Here he lived 

lonsar than in any other one place during hla adult lifa« 

In 191̂ # following a hilarioua campaign in idiioh he pleaded 

with the people not to ruin a good man by abiding him to 

Auatln but to send Bigs^n, a man already ruined, he was 

alaetad to the atate laglalature idiere he sarved one term. 

Hla term in the legislature was followed by more wan«» 

temng^ more oruaa^lng agalnat aueh evila aa govemoant waata^ 

tha lu Hiix IPUm« and oi l monopoUaa. He did fraalanoe writ-

lug for "(̂ udoua newspapers and agrleultural and ranching 

pwc*lodloaIa« S^ thla tliae hla raputatlon aa a writer was 

wall aatid:>llalMd« In 19^ he wrote hla moat aoholarly hodk 

about waat ISaxaâ  Qê ciaan Fion^i^ m Texas. 

In 1933 ha wrote hla laat book, Oty Saored lfc»ikeyâ  

or 20 maya of Jio and Other Jaw (ii>atly Jim). Ttie Outstand-

H^ Qoat Gland Speclaliat of Tf^B Polltios. In ac»ie re-

apaota# thla la hla sioat intaz^atmg and anualng bookt In 

a hltlDgt aaroaatlo a^la h/e aigpoaad tha corruption in tha 

ragliw of tha favg îaoiia* 

In 19^ Blggera ran again fw tha atata laglalatUM, 

but fallad to win a seat. Thla was tha flrat tlma ha had 

^ Xiattw datad Ootdbar 7# 1950f In Southwaat Collao-
tioii« 



caa^paigned in earnest for a political position. His defeat 

soured hla to the point that he went into near-seclusion. 

His outspoken views and positive opinions had often cost 

him friends in the past and after his defeat, he felt com

pletely deserted. 

Until his death Biggers continued to write occasion

al articles and many letters, but his major work was done by 

about 1936* He lived out his years in what for him was rela

tive calm and died less than a month after his wife on Decem* 

ber 11, 1957» in Stephenville, Texas. 



CHAPTER III 

DESCRIPTIONS OP THE SEC BOOKS OP DON HAMPTON BIGOERS 

The descriptions here offered of the writings of 

Biggers are presented in the order of the publication of the 

books. All of the books are available in the Southwest Col

lection of Texas Technological College. In some instances 

they are the original works themselves i in others, photo

copies of rare originals. The exact number of extant copies 

of Biggers* works is not known, but as House has indicated, 
X 

they are collector's items, 

A Hand-Book of Reference Containii^ a Directory and 

Description and a Sinmaary of the Various Advantages of East

land County Texas. This little book was published in I889, 

It is a chaiiia>er-of-c(MBRierce type of publication extolling 

the virtues of Eastland County. Its thirty pages include 

twelve and a half pages of interesting advertisements by 

county merchants* They tell much about life in Central West

ern l^xaa in the early days, Biggers made parts of the text 

amusing with his own peculiar brand of humor. An original 

of this book is in the Texas State Library. 

History That Will Never Be Repeated, A Brief Review 

of the Cattle Business and the Periods of Prosperity and 

House, Oil Field Fury, p. 11. 

10 
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Brae of Disaster and Depression Thru Wiich It has Passed. 

Biggers published this book of eighty-three pages under the 

paeudonyn of Lan Franks in 1901 or 1902, He had used the 

pseudonym in writing articles for a Woodward, Oklahoma, 

paper called the Livestock Inspector and felt that he might 

be better known to his readers by that name. Biggers brief

ly summarizes the history of the cattle industry on the West 

Texas plains before he had arrived on the scene in I876. 

FrcHD his own experience and stories which he had heard from 

old timers, he tells of the free range period, the hardships 

of the men and animals, early day roundups, and the great 

cattle boom of I882 with the depression which followed it. 

Biggers concluded the History That Will Never Be Repeated 

with a review of the cattle industry at the time of his writ

ing the book and lists of some of the men who had been pio

neer cattlemen or who were then in the business. The only 

known copy of this book is in the Southwest Collection of 

Texas Technological College* 

Pictures of the Past. Published in 1902 under the 

same pseudonym of Lan Franks, this seventy-five-page book 

relates the history of the buffalo era, ^ e book begins with 

information about the first shipnant of buffalo hides to New 

York in I870 and the subaaquent hide boom* Included in 

p 
Connor, A Biggers Chronicle, p. 96. 
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Pictures of the Past is information about the range, habits, 

and types of buffalo. Biggers describes the type of men who 

hunted buffalo and their lives and work on the buffalo range. 

Details of the days when buffalo bones were gathered and sold 

to fertilizer caapanies are included with stories about vis

itors from the city and tales of hardships endured in cross

ing the almost waterless plains. Pictures of the Past ends 

with descriptions of some of the old trails and towns and an 

account of the Adobe Walls fight of l87^, Biggers also pub

lished an edition of Pictures of the Past combined with His

tory That Will Never Be Repeated, but no copy is known to be 

extant today. The only known copy of Pictures of the Past 

is in the Amon G, Carter Foundation in Fort Worth, 

From Cattle Range to Cotton Patch, A Series of His

torical Sketches Dealing with the Industrial, Social and Com

mercial Evolutions that Have Taken Place in Western Texas 

from the Beginning of the Buffalo Slaughter to Date of Final 

Publication in 190^* Biggers uses many of the stories from 

History That Will Never Be Repeated and Pictures of the Past 

In From Cattle Range to Cotton Patch. He tells of the buf

falo slaiaghter, the hunters, the cattle boom, the drifts and 

dle-ups, and roundups. Material included in From Cattle Range 

to Cotton Patch which does not appear in History That Will 

Never Be Repeated deals with the Lone Tree Fight with Coman

che Indians in I878, a brief history of Taylor County, and 

histories of five frontier forts. The material on frontier 
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towns and early day ranchmen is more extensive than simileir 

material in Pictures of the Past and History That Will Never 

Be Repeated. From Cattle Range to Cotton Patch was first 

printed by the Abilene Printing Company in 1905 in an edi

tion of eighty pages. It was reprinted by the Frontier 

Times, Bandera, Texas, in 19^4. Copies of the reprint are 

in the Southwest Collection of Texas Technological College, 

Shackelford County Sketches, Reminiscent of A Hand-

Book of Reference minus its advertisements, Shackelford 

County Sketches contains a lengthy list of the names and 

histories of early settlers in the county, A detailed re

port of the founding of Fort Davis is also included, Big

gers recounts the "Story of the Tonkawas," Indians who lived 

in Central and South Central Texas during the eighteenth and 

nineteenth centuries. The story of the Millet ranch and a 

very brief account of a faithful old Ntegro servant have a 

place in the book. The story of the founding of "Old Picket-

ville" near Breckenridge is the most interesting chapter in 

Shackelford County Sketches because of the details about 

frontier life which it offers. Shackelford County Sketches 

was published in the office of the The Albany Nfews in 1908 

in an edition of seventy-five pages. An original copy is in 

the Ilniversity of Texas library, 

German Pioneers in Texas, A Brief History of Their 

Hardships, Struggles and Achievements. Published in Gilles

pie County in I925 by the Fredericksburg Publishing Company, 
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Oennan Pioneers contains 230 pages and is the most scholarly 

of Biggers* works* He quotas published historical woẑ ca to 

mipport statements concerning the earliest days of German 

plmiaarlng in Taxaa* Only in writing about the late l800*s 

does he use his familiar technique of relating stories told 

to him by old-timers. On occasion he is carried away by the 

emotional^ Journalistic atyla which had characterized his 

earlier woxto* Qeman Pl<»iaera la tha only Blggera pubXloa-

tlon which was issued in a hardback bookbinding instead of 

tha custonmry paper covers. 

Blggera begins Qevman Pioneers with a summary of the 

colonization of Texas by tha Spanish. He offers a detailed 

analyals of the causes c^ German emlgratlcm to Texas, tha 

organlzatlona by idiilch emigratl<»i was carried on, and tha 

auffarlnga of German immigrants during tha Texas Revolution 

and the Civil War. Biggers describes tha relatively peace

ful relatione between ^be German settlers and the Indians, 

A ccmaldarabla portion of Oeaaan gicaieers la devoted to un

related incidenta in the history of 0111e8];>la County, Blg

gera refers to tiiese Incidents aa "Sorapa of Uhusual His

tory," With hla uaual thoroui^hnaaai Blggera ohronlclaa the 

organisation of (HUaapla County, even giving atatlatioa on 

blrthSf daatha^ marrlagas^ and divoroaa. Tha longest sec

tion m German Ploneera la tha n^ppandlx, "Chureh ELutory of 

Glllaapla County." There are alao alxteen pagea of photo* 

grapha. Several ooples of German Ploneera are extant. 
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Including two copies in the Southwest Collection of Texas 

Technological College. 

Our Sacred Monkeys, or 20 Years of Jim and Other 

Jams, (Mostly Jim)^ The Outstanding Qoat Gland Specialist 

of Texas Politics. An 104-page book, it was published by 

the Jones Publishing Company of Brownwood in 1933. A biting 

political burlesque, it sets forth Biggers* version of the 

corruption and graft during the Fergusons* campaigns and ad

ministrations, Biggers thought well enough of Our Sacred 

Monkeys to send a copy of it to the New York City Library, 

A letter from the Library, dated May 5, 1934, acknowledging 

its receipt, is included in the Souttiwest Collection of Texas 

Technological College, Also in the Southwest Collection is 

an original copy of Our Sacred Monkeys, 

All following citations of Biggers* books will be 

made through use of the following abbreviations: 

HBEC - A Hand-Book of Reference Containing a Dictioi 
and a Summary of TFie Various Advantages of "East
land County TexaF 

Hist, - History That Will Never Be Repeated 

??» - Pictures of the Past 

FOR - Frc^ Cattle Range to Cotton Patch 

SCS - Shackelford County Sketches 

OP - German Pioneers in Texas 

OSM - Our Sacred Monkeys 



CHAPTER IV 

HIS STYLE 

The Biggers style is typical of the late nineteenth 

century* He often used surprisingly academic and learned 

words or expressions. He sometimes created or changed words 

to suit his purposes. His style is intentionally emotional 

and rhetorical. His work contains long« almost unbelievably 

complex but quite easily understandable sentences. Almost 

all of Biggers* books are enlivened by touches of his mordant 

sense of humor which he directed at whatever he considered 

wrong or foolish. 

Choice of Words 

Although Biggers had only a few years of formal 

schooling, he had ecmehov acquired a command of many learned 

woz*ds. Some examples ares 

bethought (PI> p* 2) 
canard ( O S M T P , 22) 
chroniclegi (WCR» p. 68) 
commingled ( F C T T P * 46) 
dastardly (rfFTp* 67) 
halcyon ( F C R T P * 66) 
interpoaedTFPj p» 31) 
pittance (GP^ p, 4) 
quitted (CBg, p* oj 
debauches tOr, p. 66) 
cacti (FCR, p. 75) . 
quasi-agplculturai (FCR. p* 71) 
rendezvoused (FCR, p. l) 

16 
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Coining or Changing of Words 

Biggers was not averse to coining new words to suit 

his own pux̂ poses. He often made the changes or new words by 

adding endings to existing words. The alteration produced 

such unusual words as: 

blacksmith shopped (OSM, p* 29) 
the most heinous and exouseless of crimes (FCR, p. 33) 
the unknownness of hla wnereabouta (FCR, p,"^ 
an uncertain whenceness (Hist,, p, iTT) 

Biggers sometimes enqployed words in unusual ways: 

the hunters did not deem it prudent to go on direct 
to Fort Griffin (FCgi P. 12) 

kept him separate from^l his companions (P£, p, 1) 
eight to ten miles per day was the limit rale of 

speed (PP^ p. 7) 

Imagery and Alliteration 

Stylised, stilted images are frequently found in 

Biggers' work. He used such expressions as "supplying the 

Indians with most of the sinews of war" (PP, p. 52) and 

""ploturea on the canvass ̂ icj of space" (Hist., p. 11). 

Not all of his images were so artificial* When he allowed 

himself to expirees his feelings naturally instead of in the 

style of the day, his images could be as fresh and striking 

All examples from Biggers* books have been exactly 
reproduced. Throughout this study all spellings, punctua
tion, etc., are his. 
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as in this passages "That night an ugly cloud appeared in 

the northwest, on the bosom of which the lightning drew rail

road maps, which were occasionally wiped out by a great il

luminating flame" (Hist., p. 9)* 

Pez4mps the most notable single aspect of Biggers* 

style was his use of alliteration. This figure recurs so 

often that it sez*ves as a distinguishing mark of his work. 

It sometimes betrayed him in what were supposed to be quota

tions of western characters. He has an old buffalo hunter 

bemoaning man's slaughter of the buffalo in these words: 

"man's mercenary motives in such a merciless massacre" (Hist., 

p. 3). On one page (Hist.^ p« 7) ^^^ found the following 

illu8ti:*atic»is s 

borrowers of his bovines 
Tickle female 
wooed and won 
jLnd £air woman £iguring 

Another passage describing the loss of cattle during early 

roundupa shows both alliteration and a sentimental Journal

istic style intended to play on the reader's emotions: "And 

now as the moonlight falls upon the £ield of death and dust 

the coyote sneaks tnm his lair and £east& his fill upon the 

ruins, while the more fastidious, but treacherous Ipbo drinks 

the life blood of some l^lpless 11^^^® oreatiaTe" (Hist.* p, 

36). 
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Humor and Sentence Structtire 

A dry, sarcastic hxmor also characterizes Biggers' 

works. On a few occasions his humor was no more than mild 

namecalllng as when he gave a visiting British lord the mock 

title of "Rt. Hon* Sir Suagninkins" (FCR, p* 55). He frequently 

enclosed words he intended to be humorous within quotation 

maHcs. The following passages may illustrate both his hiamor 

and his use of incredibly long, complicated sentences. The 

spelling and punctuaticm have been faithfully copied. 

By the time he had "transported" the last of the Red 
Skins, or Tomahawk Assassinating Association, orna
mented a few trees with Mexican bandits and horse 
thieves and "civilized" a few of his own tribe, a big 
batch of new cc»ners would settle in his rimg^ and 
write to their friends in the "old States" about what 
a glorious new country they had just discovered, and 
pretty soon the cowman would be tumbling into another 
Indian reservation* "blaalng away" at his old enemy 
and incidentally "blading away" for civilization, 
(Hist** p. 2) 

Once I woke Mr. Daughert^ and told him the storm was 
comSi^4 After he got throu^ explaining the results 
of waking him up any more I concluded a good healthy 
storm would Improve the situatlcm# and decided to 
keep my weather forecasts entirely to myself* (Hist., 
P. 10) 

Bvery now and then some goggle-eyed offspring of im
becility would ventiu:*e into this country as the cor
respondent for soir̂  newspaper or periodical. (Hist.j 
p. 3) 

Tasooaa^ was a terror, and today can boat of a ceme
tery* known as "Boot ELll^" where twenty-seven men 
slumber, all of whĉ i expired suddenly and with wheir 
boots cm, as a result of "heart failure." (PP. p. 
68) ~^ 
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But after more carefully examining the report I have 
come to the uncharitable conclusion that the offi
cer making it never got so far away from the govern
ment post that he could not yell for help and be dis
tinctly understood, and that he did most of his 
topograjphlcal surveying with a field glass and a vivid 
imagination, and his sagacity was cc^miendable, for he 
was able to return alive and make a report for the 
amusement of future generations, whereas the fellow 
who ventured too far along the meanderings of some 
iTKlian trail never got back to make any, (FCR, p, 9) 

Usage 

No study of Biggers' style would be complete without 

some consideration of his grammatical usages. Although Big

gers had not had an extensive formal education and worked 

under the pressure of newspaper deadlines, his usage is sur

prisingly standard. One notes a few moot constructions, 

chiefly verbs. He favored the split infinitive, not con

sidered substandard today. In addition to to not shoot and 

to properly meet which appear on oi^ page (P£, p. 52) one ob. 

serves such examples as these t 

to fully treat (Fl> p* 45) 
to now realise (fflat.. p* 20) 
to taarriedly prepare iHist.* p. 23) 
to yet be done (Hist., p. 55) 
to longer continSFTHist *, p. 67) 
to thoroughly investigate (Hist*^ p, 68) 

Biggers* use of but also betrays him in supposedly 

verbatim quotations: 

the buffalo range produced but few men like J. 
Wright Mooar (PF., p. 157" 
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there were but two noted t ra i l s (Hist*, p, 58) 
sleeping where but mcmths before iKeindian had 

stalked his"1pfflie (Hist,^ p, 11) 
there was but very lltfle~range subsistence 

(Hist.s p. 20) 

ArKJther word which characterises Biggers* works is avocation 

in the sense of vocation: 

wholly without prototype in any other avocation, 
pursuit or calling (Hist.* p, 3) 

proBiinent men of any other avocation or profes
sion (mat*, p. 59) 

a noticeable fact that the avocations of msn has 
SKnilded them into distinct types of character 
(Sbs p. 14) 

Another construction which appears frequently in 

Biggers* books exhibits a lack of agreement between subject 

aiK3 verb. Four examples follow: 

there has always been two active but antagonistic 
elements (FCR, p. 71) 

two valuable ĉ nflributione is (GP, p* 1) 
the foremost causes of̂  f̂ ailure was IGF* p, 53) 
avocations of men has moulded (PF, PTJL4) 

Biggers also used some non-standard verb forms. In

stances of such as t̂ iese are rare: 

the quartermaster had rode on (FCR* p. 3) 
horees probably walfced or run (FBH* p. 70) 

The fragmentary sentence occurs in isolated instances t 

Generally arotmd some px*airle camp fire^ or around 
some stove on a winter's night. (PP^ p. 15) 

A trail from Fort Concho to the Fresh F^k of tne 
Brasos via Renderbrook Spring. (PP^ p. 57) 
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Spelling 

Any discussion of Biggers* spelling must be tentative 

because so many printing errors occur in his books that it is 

difficult to decide whether the spelling is Biggers* or the 

typesetter's. Repeated non-standard spellings, however, in

dicate that he tended to spell phonetically. Witness: 

Arkansaw (pp^ P* 63) 
can best o F a cemetery (PP. p. 68) 
bowlders (Ittst., p. 69) 
Hienix (HiilTT p* 62) 
brindle, deep red and lAilte plded steers (Hist,, 

P. 7) , . 
seperating (Hist*, p. 13) 
straightened ifor straitened. Hist,, p. 27) 
had a tuatle (Hiat»* p. 63) 

Biggers* spellli^ at times may indicate his own pro

nunciation of words. For example: 

blating^ starving motherless calves (Hist*, p. 24) 
one was killed and deliberately left foip the hunter 

who might happen along to burry (PP, p. SB) 
the norther plalna (PP, pp* 58 and 53; 
rediculous (PP, p* iBand OP, n, 42) 
water hafsieped (Hist*, P T Y 2 ) 
a little sipe sprlnlTTaist*, p» ^ ) 
the sipeing^racka iHlagTr p* 39) 
all 12277550 immigriS^ had arrived (GP> p* 32) 

Biggers perhaps agreed with Mark Twain that spelling 

a word the same way all the time indicated a lack of intelli

gence and imagination. In any case, he, or his printer, 

spelled the same WOXKS different ways, sometimes on adjacent 

pages t 
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inexhaustible 
ineshaustable 

Another characteristic of Biggers* spelling is his 

spelling a word as two words: 

past time (PP̂  p. 45) 
pic nic (FCgJTp* 80; 
rattle sniEr(Hist.* p. 4) 
sixty two (HlsfT^ft) 
cow man (Hist.ji p, 1, appears as cowman 

on p* 2, however; 
business like (Higt., p* 26) 
live stock (Hist*, p. 41) 
new fangled (ff» p. 10) 

Occasionally he combined two words into or̂ i 

whiteman 
Paladuro 

(SCS* p* 6) 
(WTP- 17) 

Interesting is Biggers' use of the apostrophe in 

possessive pronouns. It may be significant that the three 

exanqples noted occuzred at the beginning of sentences: 

Her*s (GP̂  p. 73) 
Her's (3eg. p. 9) ̂  
^Hieir'sntW, p. 15) 

Capitaliaation 

Biggers' capitalisation of geographic terms follows 

the standard newspaper practice of capitalising the specific 

name but of leaving in lower case the generic form* He wrote 

Lubbock county* Brasos river* aiKl Colorado city* 
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But he was not entirely consistent: Western Texas 

(Hist** p* 7) and western Texas (Hist,* p. 55). 

Two exaBq;)les of Biggers* capitalisation which have 

nothing to do with geograj^ are: 

bible (PP. p. 16) 
negro (ggR, p* 35) 

Passages from Biggers' Works Illustrative of His Style 

At his best Biggers could paint vivid pictures of 

early life In West Texas* For all their ocmplex, involved 

sentences, his descriptions are lexical, well-ordered, and 

emotional in their appeal. His style is distinctly his own. 

Three paragraphs illustrative of his best writing follow: 

The evening preceding "commencement exercises" 
the plan of work has been perfected, orders issued 
to the boss of each outfit, which he in turn gives 
to the men under him* By daylight the following 
momlz^ everything is in an apparently hopeless 
state of turmoil and wild confusion, but it is 
really a perfect system in vigorous operation. The 
first thing is rolling and tieing up beds, and the 
next thing la a rush for the chuck wagon, where each 
man grabs a tin plate, tin cup and a knife and fork, 
and then helps himself to steak^ a hunk of bread, 
and a cup of strong coffee. A few minutes later 
probably four hundred men are roping and saddling 
their B»:>unts and probably fifty of these same mounts 
vigorously endeavoring to dismount the mounter, and 
soon the great crowd of men have mysteriously dis
appeared—they have gone galloping across the coun
try In different directions to begin the drive. 
The chuck wagon is again the scene of bustle and lo
cal diaturbance. The cook is busy piling away the 
dishes, and beds are being thrown on the wagonj the 
chuck wagon mule, as usual, objects to being har
nessed or handled, and is engaging two or three 
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able-bodied men in j:^sical contest, and the merry 
jingle of cuss words, breast yokes, trace chains and 
blacksnake whips pervades the balmy breezes. A man 
has been instructed to guide the chuck wagons to the 
next camping place, and when all is in readiness he 
rides away, the caravan of wagons fall into line and 
file down the valley, the herds of saddle horses 
next began to move out and the tingling of bells and 
the rattling of hoofs co-mingle in a kind of requiem 
and soon all is silent on the old camp ground, where 
the coyotes will soon come to gather scraps, (Hist., 
pp. 33-3*^. 

It had been a hot, sultry day, and the heat of the 
scorching sand had been almost unendurable, especial
ly to the wounded men, and scarcely a breeze came to 
their temporary relief. About nightfall a black, 
threatening cloud arose in the northwest, and no 
cloud was ever more eagerly watched by human eyes 
nor the bursting of a storm more earnestly implored^ 
for the furies of the elements meant salvation to the 
little band of men around those water holes. From a 
few desultory gusts the wind rose to a gale, the thun
der sounded the approach of relief, and the storm 
cloud rolled onward. About 10 o*clock the first drops 
of rain began pattering around the men^ and a few min
utes later Wallace had them mounted and ready to ride 
as soon as the storm should break in full blast. Then 
came a deafening peal of thunder, a lurid flash of 
lightning, and the blinding, shifting sand that swept 
before the gusts of wind was borne down by a veritable 
torrent of rain. On with the storm rode the little 
band, not with a rush, but slowly, carefully, cautious
ly. Wallace was in the lead and occasionally gave a 
low whistle to enable the men to follow him* All night 
the little barui, full of hope and confidence in their 
leader*s ability to pilot them back to Fort Davis, rode 
through the darkness, down canyons, over mountains, 
sandhills, and across usually dry arroyas, now swollen 
by the ralna to swirling streams i not a word was spok
en, not a moan betrayed the sufferings of the wounded, 
only that occasional low, inimitable v/histle of the 
leader and pilot, guiding them over ground they could 
not see, through darkness that sight could not pene
trate* Daylight foimd them in the mountains, wet, hun
gry, and almost falling from their horses from stupor 
and exhaustion, but they succeeded in finding the stage 
route and about 10 o'clock they came upon a camp of 
scouting cavalry. With the outfit was a physician who 
dressed the wounds of Clinton «nd OT*»rk, and after get
ting flow^^-Mng to eat, Wallace and his men continued 
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their journey to Fort Davis, while the troops hurried 
to the place near Van Horn, where the fight had taken 
place. The Indians had scalped and mutilated the 
corpse of Gibbs and made good their escape. (FCR, 
P. 29) 

As he neared the spring reason asserted itself and 
began to give him counsel. He must not drink, only 
bathe in the water, and then sleep and rest, for to 
drink too much would be fatal, and to drink at all 
would be dangerous, for once tasting water he might 
not control his craving. Repeating this warning to 
himjself he crept along to the spring, and there it 
was: Not a mirage, but pure, delicious water. He 
could see it, could hear it trickling over the stones, 
but it was so strange, so unnatural, yet so pleasant. 
Repeating to himself the waxniing that he must not 
drinkt he sank upon the bank of the spring and pulled 
off his shoes* He then attempted to wade in the water, 
but fell with most of his body in the spring. Then he 
became desperate, furious. He would drink his fill, 
give his life as the price, and die satisfied with the 
transaction, but nature had provided against his own 
rashness, for when he pressed the water to his mouth, 
his lips, tongue and throat were so swollen that he 
could not swallow. He bathed his face and head, crawled 
upon the bank, pillowed his head upon a rock and with 
his throbbing, burning feet in the water he went to 
sleep. He had no idea what time of day it was when 
he reached the spring, nor how long he slept, but when 
he awoke it was night, though he knew not the hour; 
his feet were badly swollen and paining him, but he 
was rational and felt greatly relieved, took another 
good bath, drank a few handfuls of water, and went to 
sleep again and did not wake up until late the next 
day. Then he was suffering nearly as badly from hun
ger as he had formerly suffered frcun thirst, but he 
knew that George Causey* s outfit had been camped about 
two miles down the canyon and supposed he would still 
find some one there. His feet and legs were so swol
len and sore that he could not walk, so he strapped 
his shoes on his back and crawled the entire distance 
from the spring to the camp, only to find it deserted, 
not even a scrap of buffalo meat on the ground. He 
found a little com that had been wasted from horse 
troughs, a small piece of rancid bacon, which he de
voured with great relish, and some tow sacks in which 
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he could wrap his feet. He then rested a few hours 
and succeeded in reaching a buffalo camp the next 
day. (FCR, p* 37)2 

On occasion, one must admit, Biggers* style is so melo

dramatic and over-emotional that it may not appeal to the mod

e m reader. In concluding an account of an army major*s re

fusal to follow the advice of his Indian guide, a refusal 

which had caused suffering for his men, Biggers declares: 

But, : ere that point was reached the sunshine faded, 
a soeibre shadow flashed across the prairie, black, 
rolling clouds obscured the sky, and from out of 
tl^ north came the wild, pitiless winds, whirling 
before them blinding sheets of sleet and snow. 

Black Beaver's pro^^cy was being fulfilled, and 
innocent men must suffer agonies because his warn
ing had not been heeded, jFCR^ p* 2) 

Another characteristic of Biggers* style is his pen

chant for figures and lists. A typical paragraidi follows: 

In sixty-two counties in Western Texas in 1909 
there were 12 ranches having from 30|000 to 70,000 
head of cattle, eight having fr^a 6,000 to 20,000 
head, 49 having from 3fOOO to 7«000, and 174 ranches 
having from 500 to 3,000 cattle, and this exclusive 
of the XIT outfit, or syndicate ranch, which had 
more than 100^000 head of cattle. Since that time 
there has been some change in thla order of things, 
notably with the XIT ranch, which has sold most, if 
not BX1$ of its cattle and land in small allotments. 
(FOT, p. 73) 

Biggers does not often employ dialogue. Although he 

usually claims the dialogues he uses to be verbatim quotations 

^ Additional passages illustrative of Biggers* style 
appear in the appendix. 
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of actual conversations, they show too many characteristics 

of Blggera* own style and too glaring incongruities such as 

having an old cowman say "notwithstanding all these pre

cautions" (Hist** p. 38) to be verbatim quotations* Of the 

two examples which follow, the first illustrates Biggers' 

use of dialect; the second Biggers' putting of his own words 

into his characters* mouths: 

Aa I was saying awhile ago, John Chisum was a bully 

food feller. When he first come to this country he 
ocated at the Bosque Grande; guess you know where 
that itt it's way up the Pecos somewhere near Fort 
Sumner. Guess you know where Fort Susmer is? It 
ain't—now look at that dumed horse, got his tail 
over the line again—there now, though, the guvment 
moved It several years ago. In them days the Indians 
was powerful bad and they troubled John a mighty sight, 
stealln* horses and stealin* cattle and doin* all kinds 
of mischief* The guvment was supposed to have them 
heathen red skins on the reservation, and when they*d 
do a lot of fflurderin* and meanness to John or some of 
his men w'y he*d go up to the reservation and say to 
them officials: Gentlemen, kindly excuse me for In-
trudin' upon this poker game, but I just dropped in to 
tell you to not suffer any uneasiness about then In
dians that wandered fr(M the reservation the other day. 
They were down at my place yesterday tradin' ammuni
tion for horses and things* I sent about fifteen of 
my boys out to entertain *em, and they report a real 
nice time. We buried one of my men thla momin* and 
if we*d had time to dig a trench half a mile long and 
five feet deep w'y we'd treated them Indians with the 
uaxBe civillaed respeck* The Indians beat the boys in 
the horse tradin* business, though, and the only thing 
I've got left to ride, plug around the ranch on and 
look after 60,000 head of cattle is a sore back guv
ment mule* If any of you gentlemen ever happen down 
my way be mire to drop in to see me* (Hist,* pp. 16-
17) 

In the following passage, Biggers is supposedly quot

ing an old cowmant 
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The weather was fearfully hot, the ground parched 
and barren and as the herd moved along a cloud of 
dust arose that seemed to reach the sky and envelop 
the earth. It was but a few hours until the cattle 
and horses were suffering from thirst, a condition 
which, of course, continued to grow wcroe, for soon 
the men as well as the animals were paying tributes 
of misery to the desert of dust. When we started 
our supplies consisted of enough provisions to last 
for the trip and as many barrels of water as could 
be loaded onto three wagons. The horses were given 
small allowances of this water every day and It was 
issued to the men with the greatest economy, but not
withstanding all l^se precautions before reaching 
Bull Run most of the barrels had fallen to staves and 
there was scarcely enough water left to dampen our 
parched llpa. The whole way was now lined with cat
tle that had grown too weak and famished to travel 
further, and which had to be left to die on that mis
erable waste. The suffering of the cattle, especial
ly the drags, was now awful. They began to reel and 
shamble as they walked, their eyes became sunken and 
they kept up an incessant half choked lowing, which 
ceased only when their tongues and throats became ao 
swollen that they could not utter a sound. It is 
marvelous the distance a cow brute can smell water, 
but I have known of instances where they have gone 
to water a distance of 30 miles, over an unknown 
country and guided only by smell. First they raise 
their heads, sniff the air, then start out in a brisk 
walk which soon becomes a trot, then dead run. C^ 
this drive we would frequently come to a meaquite 
bush or bunch of stunted elms* The cattle would smell 
the green leaves and break for them and soon around 
the spot there would be a milling, bawling, scranibllng 
mass of the crazy creatures. If it was a bush not a 
vertige of it would remain, and if a small tree it 
would be twisted to threads by the awful jam and strip
ped of every particle of twigs and foliage. On reach
ing Bull Run we found a sight too revolting for descrip
tion. Not only had the lead of our herd preceded us 
several hours, but cattle had drifted there from all 
parts of the country* For a distance of a mile, which 
was as far as the water was traceable, there were more 
than 2000 carcasses, over which perhaps 10,000 fam
ished cattle were scrambling to sip mud and filth from 
the slpelng tracks* While a few of the men tried to 
arrange some kind of drinking place for the horses 
the rest of us selected a place and dug a hole in which 
to catch some selpe water for our own use. (Hist,* pp. 
38-39) 



CHAPTER V 

WC»tDS AND LOCUTIONS 

West Texas Words 

The Buffalo 

The buffalo had disappeared before many writers had 

begun to write about the West, Consequently, Biggers' works 

are good sources of information about the history and vocab

ulary of the buffalo range. Some of the most striking illus

trations of its characteristic words and definitions follow: 

hermit bulls (PP, p, 25) bulls past their fighting 
prlro who had been forced to leave the herd 

mealy noses (PP. p. 25) "There were two distinct breeds 
olT̂ buffalOj the 'mealy noses' and the 'black 
noses,* the noses of the former being yellow 
or smutty brown," 

spikes and stub horns (F]^ p. 24) The old bulls, stub 
horns as thenunters called them, were al
ways in the lead, followed by the cows, 
spikes, yearlings, and calves. The stub 
horns were the old bulls whose horns had 
grown rough, thick and ugly and had gener
ally been broken, slivered or split* The 
spikes were the vigorous, keen homed bulls 
ranging from four to six years old," 

bone haulers (|T* p* 29) anyone who gathered and sold 
the^uffalo bones to be made into fertili
ser. 

buffalo chips (Hist,, p. 4) "'buffalo chips' and build 
a fire. . . . pointed to several near-by 
objects and said: 'OSiem's buffalo chips, 
now build a fire.*" 

30 
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greeners (FCR* p* 17) amateur buffalo hunters who were 
thoroughly disliked by the professional 
hunters 

in good flesh (PP, p. 5) "but as a buffalo in good 
flain would yield about 400 pounds of choice 
meat" 

plainsman (FCR, p* 17) a term applied to the earliest 
buffalo hunters 

stand (^ p. 22) "he ̂ e buffalo himter/ would bring 
them to a 'stand,* that is, cause them to 
so mill about" 

tenderfeet (pp, p. 22) inexperienced hunters 

Cattle and Ranching 

Don Biggers defined his purposes in writing about 

the west in his introduction to History That Will Never Be 

Repeated. "The most interesting and in many respects the 

most important features, incidents and leases of the cattle 

business In Tex, are those of which there now remain no 37ec-

ord, Bnough has been written concerning this great industry 

to fill volums ^ I C T J few^ oĴ ly ^ small portion of it has been 

authentic or meritorious. Most of it has been of the »Alkili 

^ l c 7 -De®* ^^"^^ novel, or blood and thunder variety, written 

by men having no knowledge wljatever of the real, practical 

side of the cattle industry, and who obtained their inspira

tion from the most available source, regardless of accuracy. 

In addition to a lifetime familiarity with the subject herein 

treated I have spent several months collecting this data cmd 

have submitted nearly every page to competent *old timers* 
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and had them carefully criticize the work, and I therefore 

submit these pages with no appologies as to their authentic

ity. As to whether or not the subject, or rather subjects, 

have been interestingly treated I leave to he who reads to 

say." With this attitude toward his work and with his op

portunities for observation, Biggers* books could be ex

pected to be rich in words which were typical of the early 

West Texas vocabulary, and this proved to be true. 

Horses 

The words Biggers used in alluding to horses are such 

familiar locutions as: 

cow ponies (Hist., p. 32) 
bronco busting (̂ CR, p, 19) 
horse wrangler (PCH, p. 42) 

tangs (Hist., p. 6o) mus 

More noteworthy are two vex^s used in describing the captur

ing of mustangs: 

Much has been said about "walking down" a bunch of 
mustangs (Hist,, p, 66) 

After starting a bunch of mustangs it was necessary 
to keep them constantly moving until they became 
worried out and susceptible to i>artial control (Hist,, 
p, m) — 

About Cattle and Ranching 

In his accounts of cattle and ranching Biggers also 

used many of the words which have become common property 
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through western stories, films, and TV serials. For examples 

chuck wagon (Hist., p. 32) 
corral (Hist., p. 4) 
the cutting (Hist.* p, 34) 
cut the herd THTat,* p. 34) 
drive (as a noun and a verb. Hist., p. 33) 
the drag (Hist.^ p. 38) 
line riders and line riding (Hist., p. 30) 
mavericks (Hist.^ p. 34) 
round-up (as a noun and a verb. Hist., p. 30) 
scrubs (FCR, p, 79) 
strays (git., p. 37) 

More unusual was his referring to the cattle of a 

ranch by their brand, as in "had sold tlw Buzzard Rails and 

most of them had been moved out of the country" and "the 

Mule Shoes were moved out of that country," (Hist., p, 7). 

Noteworthy is his use of the words cattleman and cow

man to mean owners of cattle and of cowboy and cowpuncher to 

mean hired ranch hands. The distinction is clearly shown when 

the words appear together in the same sentence as they do in 

"the old time cow puncher and the early day cowman were types 

of character peculiar to themselves" (Hist., p, 3), 

Another locution peculiar to Biggers* works is hla 

^se of cow brute (FCR, p, 67). Randoljrfi and Wilson state 

that "male* cow-critter, brute, or oow-brute" are usually 
Jm 

used instead of bull in the Ozarks, OSie term seems to apply 

1 
Vance Randolph and Oeorge F. Wilson, Down in the 

Holler (Norman: University of C»aahcana Press, 1953)* P. 96. 
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to both sexes in Biggers' writings, Biggers also refers to 

bulls (Hist., p. 49) and mother cows (FCR, p, 60), 

Die-up is another rare word employed in History That 

Will Never Be Repeated and Fr<MB Cattle Range to Cotton Patch 

to describe the halting of cattle against fences as they 

drifted south before winter storms. 

From the Canadian borders to the Rio Grande the range 
country was covered with carcasses. By that time 
many big pastures had been c<»npleted, most of them on 
the staked plains, and in these pastures one could 
see sights almost too pathetic and revolting to con
template. When the bllazarda came the cattle would 
drift south until they came to the southern line of 
fence, l̂ iable to go further they would move back 
and forth, pressing close to the fence or stcmd in 
clusters, suffering from cold, hunger and thirst and 
trampling out every vestage ySic/ of grass. One 
would fall or lie down and olQiera would tumble over 
it, and soon there would be a heap of dead along the 
line of fence. I saw one instance axyA heard of many 
others, where, for a distance of two and three hun
dred yards, the heapa of dead bodies were higher 
than the fence. Over these bodies the snow drifted 
and sifted between them soon forming a solid, frozen 
mass, over which hundreds of living cattle walked, 
t\imbled over the fence and drifted away, (Hist*, 
pp. 24-25) 

Western Words defines die-up as "the wholesale death of cat

tle during blizzards and droughts over a wide range of ter

ritory." The term is credited to J. Frank Dobie in A Vaguero 

of the Bruah Country, but in a letter to Dr, Seymour Connor, 

Mr, Dobie observes that he had read of dle-ups in Biggers' 
2 

book, Fr<»n Cattle Range to Cotton Patch, 

^ From the Biggers papers in the Southwest Collection, 
Texas Technological College, letter dated May 7, 1961, 
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Of special interest is drag waste, Biggers puts it 

in quotation marks, pex^uipa to show that it was a new term 

to him, and with the explanation that it was "cows with very 

young calves, or cattle that were too weak to travel far

ther, or were crippled" (SCS, p, 50), Hfe goes on to note 

that bosses of trail herds were willing to sell these cattle 

for low prices at towns or ranches along the trail, 

Biggers uses drift as an adjective in "a drift herd" 

(Hist,, p, 22), a verb in "to drive, or rather drift them 

back, for there could really be no system in handling such 

an unwieldy number" (Hist,, p, 38), and as a noun in "a 

drift was certain" (Hist,, p. 22), Adams' Western Words de~ 

ttnee drift as "the marching of cattle in large numbers away 

from a particular locality, either to avoid the local condi

tions or to seek better conditions elsewhere. The term is 

more coimonly used when cattle wander aimlessly before a 

winter storm, though a drift might occur in summer as the 

consequence of a stan^pede or the result of a scarcity of 

water or grass because of a drought," Biggers wrote of the 

cattle's drifting before the winter stoxms and of the cow

boys' drifting them back to their home ranges in the spring. 

Another unusual itor6 relating to the working of cat

tle la choused* which appears in a description of some cat

tle being "thz*own Into the herd, 'choused' around for several 

hours" (FCR, p, 67), The word is defined in A Dictionary of 

iynarloanisms as meaning the disturbing of a herd unnecessarily. 
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with a citation to Hunter's Trail Drivers Texas (1920). Big

gers' use of the word preceded Hunter's by sixteen years* 

Expressive of the hardships of the cowboy's life is 

the locution pocket lunch (FCR, p. 66) applied to the food 

the cowboy carried with him to eat in the saddle during round

ups. 

Biggers uses the term range delivery (Hist.* p. 42) 

to mean "that the buyer, after examining the seller*s ranch 

records and considering his reputation for truthfulness, 

pays for what the seller claims to own, then rides out and 

tries to find it," In A Dictionary of Americanisms the ex-

pression is listed with a citation from Rollins* The Cowboy 

in 1936; Biggers had used it in 1902, 

The Indians 

Biggers refers to the Indians or used words associated 

with them in two ways. First, he mentions them as radders on 

white settlesE^nts, In such contexts, he has nothing compli-

mentaiy to say about them* His attitude reflects the domin

ant attitude of white men in his day. Two expressions of this 

category are notable. The first is the designation of Indian 

agents as Quaker agents (FCR, p* 8) referring to the non

violent policy of some of the agents m^o were of the Quaker 

religion and to the corrupt administrations of many other 

agents who made no attempt to keep the Indians on the reser

vations* According to Lawrence F. Schmeckebier, when Grant 
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became president in I869, he adopted a policy of allowing re-

ligioua denofoinations which wanted to carry on missionary 

work among the Indians to nominate Indian agents, "As the 

law required Indian agents to be confirmed by the Senate, 

the President evidently felt that he could not secure the con

firmation of men selected for other than political reasons un

less there was some well-defined organization that Senators 

would fear to offend." Schmeckebier adds that the policy 

was gradually discontinued and was completely abandoned in 

the early eighties. Quaker agents is credited to Biggers in 

A Dictionary of Americanisms. This passage fran From Cattle 

Range to Cotton Patch is cited: 

through scHoe influence a great many Quakers were ap
pointed, , , , Indian agents, hence , , , the term 
'Quaker Agents* was applied to Indian agents in gen
eral* (p* 8) 

Another locution dating from the period of the Indian 

raids is minute men (FCR, p, 7)* Because of the scarcity of 

forts and soldiers in West Texas during the early days of its 

settlement, settlers often were compelled to form posses or 

militia units to chastise the Indians who raided frc»i the 

reservations and then rushed back there for protection, 

Biggers wrote of the Indians returning to the reservation 

^ Lawrence F, Schmeckebier, The Office of Indian Af-
fairSff Its History. Activities and Organization, institute 
for Oovemment Research Monograph ik). 46 (Baltimore: The 
Johns Hopkins Press, 1927)* PP» 5^-55. 
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"traveling in a hurry if pressed by the settlers and minute 

men" (FCR* p* 7). Minute men is defined in A Dictionary of 

Americanisms thust "In the Southwest c, 1875, a member of 

an organization of stockmen formed to resist border lawless

ness," The eaqpression is credited to J. Frank Dobie in Â  

Vaquero of the Brush Country in 1929. Biggers' use of the 

term precedes Dobie*s by nearly a quarter of a century. 

Another type of locution was,clearly intended to be 

humorous or to lend local color to his western writings. It 

had nothing to do with the Indians of the West Texas coun

try, Marckwardt suggests that this type of locution appears 

"to be the translation into native elements of real or 

imagined Indian compounds" and lists among his examples war-

club, warpathj and paleface which appear in the examples be-
ii 

low from Biggers* works. In Our Sacred Monkeys Biggers uses 

this Indian type of locution to create humor in his attacks 

on Jim Ferguson, Three examples are*. 

the big scalp dance was in full swing (OSM, p, 52) 

when Jim was boosting Joe for president he was scalp 
dance mad at his old side kick (O^.p. 26) 

seized his war club (OSM, p, 20) 

Some examples of his use of translated Indian expressions for 

a local color effect in his books are: 

^ Albert H« Marckwardt, American English (New York: 
Oxford Uhlverslty Press, 1958), p, 33. 
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outfits that had been on the warpath for months or 
years (FCR, p, 67) 

posterity of the pale faced tribe (pp, p, 1) 

a runner came from the scene of warwhoops in Southern 
Kansas (FCR, p. 38) 

running the gauntlet of Billy the Kid (P£, p. 49) 

The Realm of Nature 

In his accounts of the early history of West Texas, 

Biggers made many allusions to features of the land and to 

animals on the land. Some of these terms are southern in 

origin, such as bottom lands (HBEC, p. 9), plantations, and 

river bottoms (OSM, p, 11), and planters (QP, p, 35). 

Frequently Biggers used words or combinations of words 

which were typically western, or he used words in unusual com-

b5Lnations, He wrote of starting cattle "up the draw or Can-

y^^^ (Hist,, p, 77). Draw is defined in Western Words and 

"The Vocabulary of West Texas" witti a similar meaning, Â  

Dictionary of Americanisms defines draw as "a natural drain 

or gully, a coulee, a ravine" and cites a reference using the 

word as early as I882. 

Biggers also wrote of "the canyons, breaks and sand 

rough coxmtry" (JPP> p. 18) and of deer arjd turkey "in the 

roughs nearby" (FCR,p* 6). Breaks is listed in A Dictionary 

of Americanisms as a western expression. A work written in 

1820 is cited. Roughs as a noun la not listed in any of the 

reference works consulted* Biggers wrote, too, of "the 
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ahinery country" (PP^ p* 26). Shinnery is given in The Re-
5 

gional Vocabulary of Texas and "Otie Vocabulary of West 

Texas" in the same sense, country with a heavy growth of 

scrub oak. He wrote of "the vegas along the arroyas" (FOR, 

P* 54), Vega is listed in A Dictionary of Americanism as 

southwestern in origin with an occurrence as early as I85O; 

arroyo la credited to the same area with reference to a work 

dating back to I806, 

Water has been and still is vital in semi-arid West 

Texas, Biggers employed colorful locutions vAiich indicate 

the concezm with water in his day. He wrote of "the North 

fork of the Leon, the principal prong" (HBEC, p. 6). The 

use of fork is still common but prong is much less familiar. 

The latter term is listed in A Dictionary of Americanisms in 

the eenue of fork or tributary as a colloquial expreaalon in 

use as early as 1725* It was used by Dobie in A Vaquero of 

the Brush Country in 1929, Prong in this sense is listed in 
7 

Down in the Holler, The verb heads, referring to the source 

of a stream or river, is also listed as originating in Amer

ica In A Dictionary of Americanisms. 

The familiar western locution referring to water v;ith 

a high alkali content as gyp water is listed in A Dictionary 

5 E. Bagby Atwood, The Regional Vocabulary of Teacas 
(Austin! Uhlverslty of Texas Press, 1902;, p. 4i. 

^ Anna Sue Carothere, Ker, "The Vocabulary of West 
Texas; A Preliminary Study (unpublished Itoater's thesis. De
partment of latjgliah, Texas Technological College, 1956), p. 81 

7 Randolph and Wilson, p. 274, 
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of Americanisms with Biggers cited as using it in 1904: 

"the water in the Clear Fork where I crossed was 'gyp* and 

wholly unfit to drink" (FCR* p. 30). 

The importance of a permanent water supply appears 

in such sentences as "this stream is fed by lasting springs, 

and runs the year round. These are considered the most im

portant streams from the fact that they afford lasting 

water" (HBEC, p, 6) and also "many streams of the purest, 

living water" (SCS, p* 5)» These exact usages are not given 

in the reference works consulted, but J, Svetts Haley in Hie 

KIT Ranch of Texas observes that "at first in the Panhandle-

Plains country the lines of settlement were scattered, pre

determined by the living water supply," 

Biggers also referred to "a little sipe spring tribu

tary of the Concho" (Hist,* p. 38) and "the sipeing tracks" 

(Hist*, p. 39). (These spellings are Biggers' versions of 

seep.) Most West Texans are familiar with the process of 

getting water out of an apparently dry river bed by digging 

a hole into which the water seeps from below. Randolph and 

Wilson define a seep as "a damp spot, produced by a stream 

which does not quite reach the surface of the ground. Some 

fine springs have been developed by digging into these 

Q 

J. Evetts Haley, The XIT Ranch of Texas (Norman: 
Iftiiversity of (Xclahoma Press, 1953 ;* P» ^2. 
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seeps." Haley referred to this practice in eaqplaining the 

Spanlah name for one of the XIT ranch diviaions. Las Escar-

badas, which "means 'The Scrapings.' Here the Mexicans 
«10 

scraped out little pits in the sand and thus secured water." 

Biggers often alludes to the buffalo and to other 

wild animals. Those next in frequency to the buffalo were 

the wolves* Biggers was not consistent in his terminology 

tor tĥ ft. SoQietimes he called them coyote and lobo (Hist., 

p. 9)* In another c<mtext he referred to these animals as 

coyote and lobo wolves (Hist*, p, 55). Biggers also wrote of 

gray wolves (FCR* p» 52)* It would appear from such passages 

that he referred to two or three different but related ani

mals, Iilndaey, quoting Mrs* S* F. Caaey of Lamesa, declares s 

Wild game could be seen most anytime. Especially an
telope, prairie chicken Itille the lobo wolves and rattle 
Bnakes were plentiful and proved a conatant danger.H 

Sliapsicm uses the term at least twice s 

X eaufi^t eight of a large grey wolf known as the lobo 
wolf 

apent a lot of time killing lobo wolves^^ 

Randolph and Wilacm, Down in the Holler* p. 282. 

^^ Haley, The XIT Ranch of Texas* p, 26. 

^^ N* C. Undsey, T ^ Trail of Years in Dawson County 
(Fort Wortht John WallaoeV Inc., 195U)t p. ^i%. 

12 
S* R« Slnpaon, Llano Eatacado or 0 ^ Plalna of 

Texas (San Antonio: The i ^ i o r coaqpany, 1957)# PP# 5# 
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Mrs. W. V. P. Baker, an eighty-two year old pioneer of Daw

son County, states that wolves were always called lobo 

wolves^ a curious term since the English translates the 

Spanish. 

Two kinds of birds appearing in Biggers' works are 

worthy of mention. One was the wild turkey which was shortly 

almost exterminated. Biggers has a buffalo hunter speak of 

"how soon not a turkey would be found in all the country 

where thousands of them ranged and raised" (pp, p. 18). 

His use of the verbs ranged and raised with birds is note

worthy, Biggers also mentions Spanish quail (Hist., p, 68). 

Spanish quail is not listed in any of the reference works 

consulted during this study. However, the scaled quail is 

13 
sometimes called the Mexican quail. It appears likely 

that Biggers referred to that species. 

Weather conditions are only occasionally mentioned 

by Biggers, The only typically West Texas expression ob

served is "a norther" (PCR, p. 2), Norther is defined in 

A Dictionary of Americanisms as "a wind of gale force coming 

down frcan the north." 

^ Oeorge F. Simmons, Birds of the Austin Region 
(Austins The Uhlverslty of Texas press, 1925)# p. »?. 
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Frcaa the Realm of "Tall Talk" 

According to Thomas Fyles, "rodomontade and turgldlty 

b o m of a new expansiveness of spirit and nourished by back-

wooda braggadocio, were rampant in the American speech of 

the first half of the nii^teenth century, particularly in 

what was then called wir West, the eree south of the Chio 

River and west of the Allegheny Mountains—the 'dark and 

bloody hunting ground' of American romance. Although the 

'tall talk' was somewhat toned down after the Civil War, it 

remains a minor characteristic of American Engllah to this 

day, and the leaping, shouting, boastingly rhapsodical back

woodsman . . . is still popularly regarded as having been a 

sort of beau ideal of American manhood* . • , 'Rte race of 

putative supermen who ir^iabited the West were reported to 

use: an almoat incredible lingo, , . . But enouf^ of the 'tall' 

v;or̂ .ls have at any rate survived—for instance, rapscallicmly, 

rambunctious, to homswoggle, cahoots, to cavort, and such 

elegant expressiojis as to go the whole hog, root hog or die* 

slick aa f/poee grease, to pick a crow with someone* to kick 

the bucket—*to lead one to believe that at least some of the 

others-«for Instance, conbobberationj helliferocious, molla-

|;;ausauger, to puckerstopple, and peedoddles—were actually 

in use and aeem unbelievably outlandiah today only because 
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of their unfamlllarlt^.* Living on t^ edge of the frcm

tier aa he dldt lUggera was expoaed to and uaed words and 

expre8al<»)8 that fall Into thla category. Most of his "tall 

talk* wmrda are nouna. Verba are next in fi^uency. In-

atances are scattered through all hla boc^ea. Some of the 

nouna aret 

a floek of howling blatherskites (OP^ p. I8l) 
a glorloua old blowout every tim Re reached town 

imt p* 57) — 
^ ^ o^yieada are not the results of impulses (OSM, 
devlSjemt ( f lat , , p* 9) 
md emid liaten to that master|»iece of flapdoodle 

isssk p* ^^) 
they would have a tm» days' h i ^ eamlval and then 

atart back to their hcaaes in texas l̂ 'CR̂  p« 41) 
jria was a humdinger (O^* jp« 8) 
the "rusmlng vuituk^a al l oaoked in a eomer" kept 

peoklng at Jim, and In addition to that pesteration 
Jl» decided ( ^ j , p* 51) 

rolHokaoineneaa (f<9u p* 80) 

Among Blggera' *tall talk* verba are included theaet 

by traveling in a northeasterly direotltm he calculated 
that he would strike the settlements (FF* p. 3>ij 

*you dcm't never want to pay no attention 'So old T̂ack 
Doraon idien he geta to cay In' and cavortln' and 
ouaaln' around (fcgii p. 2^) 

tcMrtT^STal pains tBTtofcaat hla enemies (OSM* p. 37) 
finally «<««i»^ d̂ ywp K^U p* 38) ̂  
bleated U saitfopJenaTt^* p* 38) 
he anread eagled conaideHbly about howhf waa financing 

nia own campaign (bragged. 

(New Yorkt 
^̂  Thoiiaa pylea, ^gggt ,««> ^*^g. Q f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Q Engllah 
kt Randon Houae, 1352;, pp. lao-is^^ 
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There are fewer adjectives and adverbs than there are 

nouns and verbs In the "tall talk" classification in Biggers' 

worka. AnK»)g the modifiers arex 

Salstleat days (Hist.* p, 16) im issued a ripsnorting denial (OSM, p* 30) 
he Juat went " f e wiiy^(OSM* v.Hf 
ttie cowboys got so roilicTSTtFCR* p. 79) 

, . • .4 • 

Iteor of Bikers' more extended phrases may be classi

fied in this category* For examples 

he took the bull by the liflms (|SU P* ® ) 
!lr, Thrasker was ̂ ing tMrlaits with the ; its with the Fort Qriffin 

gang, and suddenly emoJse ik> the fact that he was 
hopelessly bankrupt (PP> p* 63) 

wearing 1 on (SCS* p. 46) 

______^_^^^^^ whlakii^ (FCR* p. 47) 
a six-slK>oter ser*enaae laruiflcs' shooting cm a hill 

above Bat naatersSaj the noted sporting man (PP, 
P* 75) 

t h ^ heard glowing accounts of Texas, and caught the 
Texas bocm fever (OP* p* 10) 

wooly West (TO* p> 781^ 

From the Qgazta 

Although Biggers' family was of Georgia origin^ he 

uaed a aurprlalng number of words and expreaaiona Hated in 

Randolph and Wilson's Down in the Holler aa typical of Ozark 

speeoh* Such expireaalona nay be Intended to auggest a West 

Texas dialect* On occasion they appear to be employed for 

purely humoroua effect* 
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Among such locutions are swollered (FCR, p. 25) and 

feller (OSM* p. 35). According to Randolph and Wilson, "the 

sound represented by ow at the end of a word is often erj so 

that hollow, bellow, fellow, wallow, swallow, widow, and 

window sound like holler, beller, feller, waller, swaller, 

widder, and winder*" (p. 17). Biggers writes "that riled 

the customer, and he proceeded to cuss Bean out" (FCR, p. 74). 

Randolph and Wilson observe that "in such words as spoil, 

soil, hoist, poison, oil, boil^ roil, and Join the oî  has the 

sound of long Ij so the words may be spelled spile, sile, 

h'ist, pizen, lie, bile, rile, and jine" (p. 20) and "the 

medial £ is silent in such words as nurse, curse, burst, and 

parcel which sound like nuss, cuss, bust, and passel" (p. 27), 

Biggers used kinder (OSM, p. 82) and sorter (FCR, p. 

23). Rax^olph and Wilson observe that "sort of, which means 

rather or tolerably, is pronounced sorter. Kind of, which 

also means rather, often soui^s like kinder" (p. 10). 

One of Biggers* old hunters speaks of an orphant 

(FCR, p* 23). According to Randolph and Wilson, "a final t̂  

is frequently heard in virgin, sermon, and orphan" (p. 11). 

Another Ozark locution in Biggers is mighty careful 

(PCR, p. 23). "MightyIs a very poimlar adverb in the back 

hills, and one hears mighty good, mighty bad, mighty hot, 

mighty cold and so on all over the place," (p. 64) say Ran

dolph and Wilson. 
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These scholars note many Ozark words which are survi

vals of early English in pronunciation or meaning. One such 

word is vaxTOint of which they observe that "it is derived 

from vermin, and preserves an older British pronunciation 

still standard in such English words as derby and clerk and 

even in the American pronunciation of sergeant" (p. 73), 

Biggers wrote "the dead were left for varmints to tear" (GP> 

p. 60), 

Randoli^ and Wilson point out that "when a hillman 

^® bored, he is not wearied or afflicted with ennui, but cha

grined or humiliated. . * , Hack and wad are transitive verbs 

which mean pretty much the same as bore" (p. 156), In an ac-

cotant of a hunter who missed an easy shot at a turkey and was 

consequently teased by fellow hunters, Biggers wrote that 

"Jim was hacked but took the Joke good naturedly" (P£, p. 26). 

The expression is not uncommon in West Texas today, 

Randolph and Wilson define a bait as "usually a meal, 

sometimes merely a light lunch or a snack" (p* 157)* Biggers 

wrote of eating "a horrible bait" (ff, p, 50), but clearly 

designates a large meal. 

In an account of scane cows starving to death while 

trapped in bog holes, Biggers declared that they "died of 

poverty" (FCR, p* 60), Randolph and Wilson say that: 

When the hillman says poverty, he means the actual lack 
of food, , , . I have several times heard of hogs and 
cattle that were isolated by high water and died of 
poverty, (p. 167) 
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Two other locutions apparently of Ozark origin occur 

in the following passages: 

gave those Indians a squatter's rights to about ten 
miles of aurro\aidance (FCR, p. 33) 

so they gave the government and the Indians permission 
to chase and shoot at each other in that section while 
they took a tdiousand miles roundanoe and entered Texas 
at a less exposed point (FCW* p. Ill 

Although Randolph and Wllaon do not cite these two terms, 

they define surround as "to go around, to detour. It la quite 

poaalble for one man to surround a building or even a large 

tract of land; he Juat walks around it. Motorists often find 

It necessary to 8uri*ound a big rock which haa fallen to the 

road; thla means they turn to or^ side in order to mias the 

obstruction" (p* I63)* 

Randolph and Wilson, in discussing Ozark words uaed 

to refer to different times of the day, observe that "after-

noon is seldom heard, but the period Juat after the noon 

meal la sometimes called the afterdinner* Evenin' in the 

Ozarks begins at noon and lasts until sunset" (p. 212). 

Biggers uses evening with the same meaning in the following 

passage I 

If the hunter got a good "stand" early in the day he 
would be able to flniah his work and return to camp 
by the middle of the evening* but if he had to follow 
the herd aaveral hours before making a killing ni^t 
would * . , (FCR, p. 17) 

"TXAS TECHNOLOarJAL COLLEGE 

LUBBOCK, TEXAS 
LIBRARY 
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In describing a political speech Blggera called it 

an "all wool and a yard wide Democratic harangue" (OSM, p, 

37)* In their chapter on sayings and wisecracks, Randoli^ 

and Wllaon quote a drunken character as saying "I'm all wool 

an' a yard wide*'" (p, 214). 

What at first appeared to be a apelling or printing 

error makes better sense in the light of a definiticm given 

in Randolph and Wllscm's Ozax^ Word List. Biggers wrotet 

"this fact was norated throughout the country" (JPP̂  P» 4). 

Randolph and Wilson define norate as meaning "to make public 

by word of mouth" (p* 267). 

Biggers alao wrote of "a scope of country probably 

six miles square" (Hist., pp. 36-37)* Randolph and Wllaon 

define scope as being "a lax^e area or extent" with the ex

ample, "They got a big scope of road to grade up this winter" 

(p. ̂ 1 ) . 

(^ae of the most interesting words with currency in 

the Ozarks î hlch is used by Biggers is simlin. We find it 

in Bilkers in the phrase "a lot of young simlin heads" (PP, 

p. 50). Randoli^ and Wilson spell it cymlin-head and define 

it aa "a fool, a dunce, a gourd-head" (p. 238)* A Diction

ary of Americanisms does not define cynlin or aimlin, but it 

cites some instances of its use which indicate that it la a 

squash or gourd. The first reference from the Journal of 

Micholas Cresewell written in 1775 atates "the rest plundered 

about the plantation and got some young cabbages, squashes 
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and Cimbellnea." In the Lewis and Clark Expedition of 1804 

reference is made to some Indians who "raise great quanti

ties of C o m Beens Slmmins &c." B̂ rom Craddock's Tennessee 

Mountains of 1884 is offered this example, "I'll break that 

empty eymlin' of a head of yours." 

Biggers may have been influenced by Arkansas usage 

in scxne of these instances* In others, his Texas usage and 

that of the Ozarks may have a common source in Georgia or 

Carolina speech. 

Spanish Words 

In any history of West Texas, ntaaerous Spanish and 

a few Indian words might be expected to appear, especially 

when the author is a native West Texan. Biggers' books are 

remarkable, however, for the scarcity of such words. Most 

of the Spanlah words and the solitary locution which ap

pears to be from an Indian dialect are place names. It is 

true that in From Cattle Range to Cotton Patch and in later 

wrltii^s, Biggers uaed a greater number of terms of Spanish 

origin. Yet this use seems self-conscious, as though he 

were using Spanish because he felt that he should. His fre

quent blunders show that Biggers lacked oomnan6 of the Span

ish tongue* 

An instance of Biggers' use of Spanish place names 

occxara in a description of the routes of two wagon roads: 
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. * , going up the right-hand valley to Big Spring, 
thence via Sulj^ur Springs, Tobacco creek (Moo-cho-
ko-way) to Cuates and head of Double Mountain Fork 
^^ i^£S5.* tne other takes the left-hand and goes 
via Mustang Springs to Five Wells, Laguna Sabinas and 
Laguna Cuates (pp, p. 57) 

Velasquez' A New Pronouncing Dictionary of The Spanish and 

English Languages defines cuate as a Mexican term for twin. 

Laguna Sabinas is known today as Cedar Lake in Gaines Coun-
15 

ty. Moo-cho-ko-way appears to be the only word from an 

Indian dialect in Biggers' writings. 

In his first two books Biggers had used the English 

translation of Llano Eatacado, Staked Plains, but in From 

Cattle Range to Cotton Patch he uses Llano Estacado, fol

lowed iimnediately by the English translation as an apposi-

tive* 

Biggers used only two words of Spanish origin—lobo 

and coyote—with any frequency and apparent ease. One of 

these words is so comnon that it has become a part of the 

English language, 

Biggers also used at least the following words of 

Spanish origin: 

arroyas (FCR, p. 5^) 
calaboozeTmxa the Spanish calabozo, SCS, p, 45) 
corral (Hist,, p. 4) 
fandango igcS, p* 72) 
pampas, ( C B H T P * 11) 

•̂ 5 LiiKSsey, The Trail of Years in Dawson County^ p. 
i<>. 
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vegas (FCR^ p. 54; this word means plains, but Big
gers uaed it in "in the vegas, along the arroyas, 
on the prairies, plains* GM plateaus^" perhaps 
indicating that he did not know its exact mean
ing*) 

All of these words with the exception of vegas and pampas 

are so cooBBonly used in the Southwest as to be part of the 

Sngllah vocabulary. 

Only once did Blggera attempt even a part of a sen

tence in Spanish and that one is far from correct. In one 

of his anecdotes, an influential citizen of Hew Mexico 

tells a couple of Texans on a sheep buying expedition that 

"if they didn't like his way they could vamos x>pr el regiones 

infiemo" (SCS, p* 73)* To be correct Spanish the sentence 

should have ended with ir al Infiemo or ir a los regiones 

del Infiemo* 

Euphemisms 

Two opposing influences on Don Biggers' use of eu^^e-

misms deserve eaqphaais. He grew up on the frontier in the 

cattle and sheep ranching business. The roughness of man

ners and living of the frontier and the frankness character

istic of the business of animal-breeding would have tended 

to lessen the number of euphemisms in his works. The op

posing influence was the lingering effects of the Victorian 

period* Euphemisms in three categories require particular 

analyais. The first is the words designating the sex of 
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cattle, the second profanity, and the third words relating to 

sexual immorality. 

In his allusions to the sex of cattle, Biggers is in

consistent, using euphemisms only on occasion. He apparently 

employs the locution cow brute (Hist.^ p. 39) with no indi

cation as to sex. He often uses terms which are not at all 

euphemistic. Two words, however, are conspicuous by their 

absence, heifer and steer. Biggers refers to mother cows 

(FCR, p. 60), a mild euphemism. He uses both bull (PP, p. 

23) and male (PP, p. 11) applying the last to buffalo. 

Neither of these terms may be considered euphemisms. In 

Biggers* last book. Our Sacred Monkeys, published in 1933, 

he Jokes about an out-of-favor politician being treated 

"like an orphan calf at a bull roundup" (p. 24), which in-

indicates a lack of reticence about the sex of cattle. 

Only mild expressions or expressive blanks in place 

of pxH>fanity were customary when Biggers' career as a writer 

began. Biggers employs no blanks and only a few mild epi

thets such as geezer (OSM, p. 92) SIK! blatherskites (QP, p. 

l8l), Biggers' name-calling is more frequent in his later 

books than in the earlier ones. In Pictures of the Past* 

however, he uses slop tub as an epithet, a locution which 

is hardly euphemistict 

/^iej was explaining to the obstreperous branch of the 
jfiserican military service the difference between a 
slop tub and a gentleman (p. 9) 
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I have been able to find in Biggers' works only one profane 

expression. In telling of a trip he had made with an old 

buffalo hunter, Biggers uses the word damn (Hist.^ p. 9). 

The word occurs in his second book and evidently never re

curred. 

^ e third area where eui^emiams might be expected 

is that of sexual immorality. Since Biggers was writing 

about a frontier with its inevitable saloons and houses of 

prostitutKm, aaxoe reference to this aspect of frontier life 

was almoat unavoidable. Yet only four exai^ples were found 

which fit into this category. One of these is rather Bibli

cal than euphemistic. That word is harlot (SCS* p. 43). 

In other passages, Biggers refers to fallen women (SCS, p* 

^2)# women of the lewd element (PP, p* 45), and women of the 

lowest class lff» p* 69), 

At least two other euphemisms occur. One is buffalo 

chii>a, which la used in the story of Biggers' trip with an 

old buffalo hunter. Biggers was told to gather same buffalo 

chips and build a fire. After a aearoh, he reported to the 

hunter that he "couldn't find a tree of any kind, much less 

a chip" (Hist,* p, 12)* A definition of buffalo chips was 

not given. Rather the hunter "pointed to several near-by 

objects and said: "Them's buffalo chips" (Hist.* p. 12). 

One other euphemism is darkies (SCS, p. 38), Instead 

of Negro. In this study the use of darkies was noted only 

once, with negro being uaed more frequently. 
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From Here and There 

Certain words and expressions in Biggers' writings 

do not fit precisely into any of the other categories but 

still deserve special note. When Biggers was on a survey-

ing trip through West Texas, he "drove astraddle of a mes-

qulte tree, a tu^ came loose and other complications arose" 

IIPCRM P* 30). A native West Texan, Leon Rasco, whose father 

drove one of the first freight wagons in Lubbock has reported 

^^*^ ̂  V^ *̂ ŝ ® leather strap that harnessed the horse to a 

buggy, that it was called a tup when it was made of leather 

^^ ^ trace chain when it was made of metal and used on a 

wagon. Professor E. Bagby Atwood defines tu£ similarly in 

his definition of a singletree, "the wooden bar with a swivel 

in the middle, to which the traces (or tups) of a single 

horse were attached," 

In the same passage Biggers wrote of finding a place 

"idiere I could quench my thirst and strike camp for the 

*^^^t" (FCR, p* 30). Mathews' Dictionary of Americanisms 

6etlnes strike camp as meaning "to make camp" and cites a 

reference dated 1846. Strike in this sense is not listed in 

Webster's Third New Intex'national Dictionary. Strike camp 

is opposite in meaning to the theatrical usage in to strike 

the set, meaning to dismantle the set. 

16 
E* Bagby Atwood, The Regi 

I IftndvexMiity of Texas Piress* 
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Fran the diary of Sam Newccmib, an early settler in 

the Fort Orlffin area, Biggers quotes two unusual terms. 

Newcon^ referred to "a mere townsite of picket shanties" 

(803, p* 5)* and then described the picket shanties as be

ing "built with pickets, covered with dirt and the cracks 

are stopped with dirt . , . while not very ornamental they 

are very coiafortable" (SCS, p, 5). Picket is defined in 

A Dictionary of Americanisms as "a portion of a tree trunk 

set upright in the ground to form part of a stockade or 

barrier." In the 1957 Fort Qrif fin Fandangle* the program 

of Fort Qriffin's annual historical pageant vdiich reprints 

parts of the local newspapers of 1875-1891 in addition to 

ti^ program, is a reprint of some of Edgar Rye's "Frontier 

Reminiscence" of 1891 in which he wrote of Fort Oriffinj 

"it formed a nucleous around which flourished an 'adobe and 
17 

picket town/" Rye's article is accompanied by a pen and 

ink sketch of the town, which shows the houses with the 

pickets up and down instead of logs running horizontally as 

in the log cabin. An even clearer idea of the picket shanty 

or house can be gained fr<ati looking at a picture postcard 

of one filed in the Biggers Collection in the Southwest Col

lection of Texas Technological College. In Pictures of the 

Past Biggers refers to "Old Picketville" near Breckenridge 

^' Southwest Collection of Texas Technolc^ical Col
lege, Fort Orlffin Fandangle file. 
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where every building "was made of 'pickets,' that is, hewn 

logs set upright in the ground and daubed with mud, across 

which were laid poles covered with three or four feet of 

dirt, the barren earth serving as a floor" (p* 66). Evident

ly the scrub tiadier available for building on the plains 

could best be used in this manner. 

The second unusual term frc»n Newcomb's 61ary is the 

P^^^® ^eyt up used as a verb. Newccanb wrote of Port Davis 

and Fort Hubbard as "both being places where the people col

lected or 'forted up' during the war for protection against 

the Indians" (SCS* p. 19). 

Another term which Biggers evidently thought was 

common enough not to need defining was cotton cards. In 

German Pioneers he writes: "In November, 1863, the county 

was advised that the state could provide 218 pairs of cot

ton cards at $10.00 per pair. In July, 1864, the court sent 

Matthias Schmidt to Austin to get 72 pairs of cards, but he 

failed to get any, the supply having been exhausted. But 

they got the cards later and in November, 1864, the court 

ordered that 12 pairs of cards be distributed among the fam

ilies of indigent soldiers, and the remainder be sold for 

$2.50 per pair" (p. 122)* The term refers to the hand tools 

used for carding cotton preparatory to spinning it into 

thread. M. C. Lindsay makes the meaning of cotton cards 

clear in telling of his grandfather's being "sent by Hender

son County in 1864 to procure an allotanent (granted by the 
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military board) of cotton and wool cards with which to pro

vide clothing for their children and the soldiers at the 
18 

front during the Civil War*" 

I^ German Pioneers* too, Biggers declares that "one 

of the women grabbed a smoothing iron and killed one In

dian" (G£^ p. 170). This appears to be a rare term for the 

pressing (flat) iron to be found in every pioneer household. 

In telling about the games cowboys played during 

roundups, Biggers mentions "fuzzy guzzy and chuck-a-luck" 

(Hist.s p. 32). In From Cattle Range to Cotton Patch he 

adds seven-up to the list of games, Chuck-a-luck is defined 

by A Dictionary of Americanisms as "a banking gambling game 

played with dice, the players betting on how the dice will 

fall." In the same work seven-up is described as a caxnS 

game. Fuggy guzzy was not listed in either A Dictionary of 

Americauiisms or Webster's Third New International Diction-

ary. 

Biggers' use of the word tributary is correct but 

soBiewhat rare. His use of the word tributary is more like 

the terminol<^^ expected in a legal document or a surveyor's 

report in the phraae "a few of the counties immediately tri

butary thereto" (pp, Intro.). 

Also noteworthy is Biggers' use of limit as an adjec

tive in the phrase "eight to ten miles per day was the limit 

iR 
Lindsey, The Trail of Years in Dawson County, p. 

263. 
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rate of speed" (pp, p, 7). 

An interesting group of words found in Biggers' 

worka is obsolete or obsolescent slang terms. The follow

ing locutions are listed in An American Dictionary of 

Slang^, The dates in the parentheses are those of the 

earliest known usage of the terms as found by Weingarten. 

some Jealous monkey biffs him with a coconut (i860, 

bull^ided (l884, ̂ M, p. 35) 
geezer (1896. OSM. 0792) 
High Muck-a-lfticFtl856, FCR, p. 64) 
hullabaloo (1884, 0 ^ pTTB) 
huatouggery (i84i, JPy p* 4) 
they had put the "Hbosh" to the political colonels 

(1891, J^M, p. 57) 
Jim's long iuTt I1896, OSM* p* 60) 
piddle around (l899, Of^KTi. 69) 

In addition to the above examples of slang, Biggers writes 

that the "whole business was pretty badly pickled" (OSM* 

p* 38)* Weingarten defines pickle as a noun meaning "a pre

dicament, sorry plight, unpleasant difficulty," but his 

only definition of the adjective pickled is "drunk." Oliis 

meaning would not apply in the above phrase. Two more un

listed terms are used by Biggers in the sentence "After Jim 

had put aside the gentle pen with which he signed the trip

lets and Crown in Heaven letter, he seized his war club and 

knocked W. c. Stamps sigy west and crooked off the prison 

19 
Joseph A. Weingarten, An American Dictionary of 

Slang (New Yorkt By the author, 1954). ^ * 
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ccanmission (OSM* p. 28). In llie American Thesaurus of Slang 

sky-we St and crooked is listed as a synonym of disorderly 
20 

and confused. 

Wie meaning of the word cavin' in the sentence "You 

don't never want to pay no attention to old Jack Dorson 

when he gets to cavin' and cavortln' and cussin' around" 

(FCR, p. 24), Cavin' is not listed in any of the reference 

works consulted in this study. It appears possible that 

the term is a misspelling of the verb cavil which Webster's 

Third New International Dictionary defines as "captious 

frivolous picayune objection." 

Biggers' use of dolled and swatched is unusual. He 

uses the locuti^i "as time dolled along" (SCS, p. 51)* No 

definition which would apply in the above locution has been 

found in the reference words consulted in this study. Nor 

was a definition found to explain his usage in the phrase 

"while the sun swatched /svBthedi/ them in flames of fiery 

heat" (FCR, p. 36). 

Biggers changes an adjective to a verb in the sen

tence "So he clumaies around for a few minutes and calls it 

a fight" (Hist., p. 51). 

In relating the history of a fight between General 

Mackenzie's troops and Comancheros, Biggers states that 

20 
^ Lester V. Berrey and Marvin Van Den Bark, The 

American laiesaurus of Slang (New York: Thomas V. CroweTl 
Company, 194? J. ^ 
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"when the General got within a few hundred yards of the wagons 

a voice from one of them commanded him to hide out /T.e., get 

°^i7 (ZSS/ P» 38). Hide out is not defined in this sense in 

any of the â eference works consulted. 

Another locution employed by Biggers is swat. Ife 

^®^8 ĝ ft̂  as a verb, "swatted nigh unto death the political 

preachers" (OSM* p. 26). Weingarten*s definition of swat 

is "to slap or strike." His definition is applicable in 

Biggers' sentence, although the blows were verbal rather 

than physical. However, Biggers also writes "during the 

impeachment trial swat Oscar was plenty delighted" (OSM, 

p. 26). Weingarten's definition of swat as a noun is "a 

blow" does not appear to be applicable to Biggers' sentence. 

Biggers uses another unusual verb, faunched, in 

describing the nervous fear of a cowboy about to be sen

tenced at a roundup kangaroo court, "while the offender sat 

silent and pale, the picture of despair, or pleaded or 

'faunched'" (FCR, p* 64). In their Ozark Word List Ran

dolph and Wilson state that fawnch nieans "to clamor, to 

raise a disturbance" and give as an example a sentence about 

a roan who was described as "poundin' on the table with his 

knife, Juat a-fawnchin' an' a-slaverin' for his victuals." 



CHAPTER VI 

SUMMARY 

Don Hampton Biggers, a native West Texan, sought to 

preserve the history of West Texas. In his efforts he pre

served much of the early vocabulary of the region. It is 

true that many of the expressions he used are still current 

today. Other locutions would be wholly unfamiliar to the 

younger generation in the West Texas of the 1960's. 

In order to study Biggers' vocabulary, some atten

tion to the mechanics of his style is requisite. His us

age, spelling, and sentence structure have therefore been 

briefly considered. 

From the era of the buffalo, Biggers drew such lo

cutions as hermit bulls, mealy noses, spikes and stub horns. 

From the period of the cattle kingdoms, he drew terms such 

*® die-up, drifts, drag waste, pocket lunch, and range de

livery. 

Biggers used locutions related to Indian activities 

and translations of Indian terms, such as warpath, war club* 

and scalp dance* for humorous effect or to add a western 

flavor to his writings* He used only two unusual locutions 

which pertain to Indians—Quaker agents and minute men. 

From the realm of nature, Blggera' terms for water 

are the most noteworthy: living water, lasting springs, 

and sipe aprlng. Froa the same category echoes his use of 

63 
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coyote and lobo* with or without the addition of wolf, and 

Spanish quail. 

A surprisingly large number of words used by Biggers 

are expressions also current in the Ozark mountain country. 

Among such locutions are rile, swollered* cuss, kinder, or

phant, varmint* hacked, bait, died of poverty, norate, sim

lin head, and prong. 

Biggers used words and leases which may be labeled 

"tall talk," among them such expressions as blatherskites, 

flapdoodle, humdinger, spread eagled, cavin', cavortln', 

hog wild, rollicky, and ripsnorting. 

In Biggers' works appear a number of locutions which 

do not fit into any classification so far considered. Among 

such miscellaneous expressions are tug, fort up, picket shanty, 

cotton cards, and smoothing iron. 

Biggers' use of words of Spanish origin impresses one 

as self-conscious. He employs, as is inevitable, place names 

of Spanish origin. A few words which are as much English as 

Spanish, such as corral, fandango, coyote, and lobo, are 

used with more ease and frequency. 

Biggers' six books are valuable sources of informs-

tion concerning locutions used in the early days in West 

Texas. Although Biggers' purpose in writing his books was 

to preserve an authentic record of the history of West Texas, 

he deserves credit, too, for helping to preserve or at least 

record certain features of its language. 



APPENDIX 

ADDITIONAL PASSAGES ILLUSTRATIVE OP BIGGERS' STYLE 

A fuller appreciation of Biggers' style can be 
»y reading longer passages 

lowing passages are Illustrative. 
ained by reading longer passages frcan his works. The fol-
" "̂ iI: 

1|lstory That Will Never Be Repeated, pp. 49-51 

The grandest bull fight I ever saw was on the Big 

Sandy in Stephens county, and was between two powerful, 

well matched fellows, each of which had for sometime been 

boas of the range on his respective side of the creek. One 

of them was a dark red or brindle and the other was a color 

blended between a small-pox flag and an electric headlight, 

in other words he was a bright yellow. For several days 

these fellows had parraded through the valleys, pouring 

forth their thunderous tones, but apparently each was mys

tified by his own disturbance and unable to locate the other, 

One day the yellow bull figured out the whereabouts of the 

other and then he proceeded to invade the enemy's territory. 

He didn't do so with stealth and cunning, but with a blus

ter and boasting probably calculated to scatter consterna

tion everywhere. The brindle bull was somewhat of a con-

stemationlat himself, however and added his gigantic voice 

to the chimes of the grand military march. H^ had taken up 

a position in an open space covering perhaps three acres on 

either side of which there was a heavy growth of mesquite 

65 
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trees and bushes, and was taking a dirt bath by pawing up 

great clouda of dust which settled for the most part on his 

back* When within about fifty yards of his hated being the 

yellow bull stopped for a moment, sized up his antagonist, 

who was evidently trying to make a grand showing of his 

ferocious diapoaition and general adaptability to lick any 

two bulla on earth* After making theae obsez^atlone the 

yellow bull applied a few shovels full of dirt to the atmos

phere, and then the two giants began to cautiously approach 

each other, bellowing, pawing and elobering. They were 

probably about thirty minutes reducing this fifty yards to 

about ten feet, when they both came to a standstill. Their 

necks were boed, their eyes gleamed and every b3:»eath was an 

angry snort; their bodies seemed to be marshaling, every 

musle in their bodies for the supreme moment. Like a flash 

they hurled their heads togetl^r and the battle began. In 

the first clash the brindle bull gained a slight advantage, 

and for the first few seconds it looked as if he would make 

short work of the invader, who luckily gained a footing and 

changed the tide of affairs* For fully two hours these mon

sters scrambled and struggled for mastery. First one and 

then the other would be shoved and almost hurled down, but 

would regain his lost vantage and turn the tables. There 

vas scarcely a foot of open space that had not been plowed 

and torn by the hoofs of these warriors when the yellow was 

rushed backwards into the bruah. Trees cracked and snapped 
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and buahea went down like toys before the wind* Finally the 

brindle bull was rushed backwards and hla hind feet alipped 

into a dltoh« hia neck was twisted and before he could es-

oape two keen horns were thrust into hia side and shoulder 

and befox*e he could stz*uggle to his feet the same keen horns 

were thrust into his flank, leaving a mighty gaah mach ex

poaed his wounded entrails* Not satisfied with a victory 

more his by chance than might the yellow villian continued 

to gore and maim his vanquished foe, until life was extinct, 

and then with the blood dripping from his horns, went about 

the range intraducing himself as the new champion* 

From Cattle Range to Cotton Patch, pp* 12-13 

Early the following spring the hunters sent 2,000 

hides to Denison, most of the meat they had cured being dis

posed of In Fort Griffin. The hide train was composed of 

five big ox teamSf each drawing two wagons, and on each 

wagon was 200 hides. The stage drivers from Fort Griffin to 

Denison scattered along the route the news that several buf

falo h\mterB were on their way to Denison with a herd of bull 

teams, hauling ataoka of hides as high as mountains. Bull 

teama were not noveltlea in thoae days, but such thing as a 

big outfit l<Mided with buffalo hides had never passed down 

the road, and the advertiaed event of an overland circua 

never arouaed nox*e enthuaiaatlc curiosity. Wherever the road 

passed eloae to a house, which was not frequent in thoae days. 
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especially along the Fort Griffin and Denison road, the chil

dren and the old folks viewed the hide train with wonderment, 

and the dogs, accustomed to making vicious assaults upon all 

classes of passers, not being able to understand what the 

thunder this new fangled, strangely-odored outfit meant gen

erally entrenched themselves under the house where they could 

better protect the pr^misis. 

From Cattle Range to Cotton Patchy p. 25 

The mesquite grass was knee h i ^ everywhere, and 

water was plentiful, for that had been a very seasonable 

year. The country was full of turkeys, prairie chickens, 

antelope, curlew, plover, coyotes, lobos, prairie dogs, 

skunks, snakes, and pure atmosphere, and we saw several deer, 

but not a cow brute after going thirty miles west of Fort 

Griffin, and we saw not a soul nor an evidence of human habi

tation between Fort Griffin and the camp. I had begun to re

cover from my attack of homesickness and Indian scare, and 

was taking a considerable interest in the country and its in

habitants when an incident occurred which produced another 

spell of imaginary destruction. It was the night of the 

fourth day when an ugly cloud appeared in the northwest and 

|i|r. Dorson said he thought there was going to be a storm, 

and after making our bed near the wagon, we spread the sheet 

BO that we could crawl into the wagon in case it began to 

rain. Mr. Dorson then went to bed and was soon sound asleep. 
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but not so with me, for storms were my special terror, In

dians not excepted, and I never saw a cloud that promised 

more in the matter of storms than that one did. The thun

ders roared like a thousand cannons, the zigzag lightning 

played across the bosom of that dark rolling mass, and oc

casionally a great flame would sweep over it and illumine 

the whole prairies and light up the heavens, and then all 

would be enveloped in murky darkness. I would cover ray head 

and close my eyes and stop my ears, but I could not banish 

the picture of that black mass and its angry rumblings, while 

the howling coyotes, the whippoorwill' s lonesome cry and the 

cheerless call of the curlew and the plover in their south

ward flight filled me with a sickening realization of the 

lonesome, God-forsaken condition of the country around me, 

but while I shook with fear and repeated the beautiful lit

tle prayer about laying me down to sleep, Mr. Dorson snored 

a snore that defied the combined efforts of the heavens and 

the animal kingdom. Once I woke Mr. Dorson to tell him that 

the storm was coming, but when he got through telling me 

what would happen if I woke him any more, I concluded that 

a good healthy storm would improve the situation, and decided 

to keep all future weather forecasts entirely to myself. I 

do believe that Mr. Dorson took less interest in storms than 

any other man I ever saw. About midnight I became convinced 

that the storm was going around, and while this was glorious 

news, I didn't wake Mr. Dorson to tell him about it, but 
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went to sleep myself. 

From Cattle Range to Cotton Patch, p. 64 

During this time of inactivity every character and phase of 

cowboy life would assert itself. It was anything from a 

singing convention to a theological argument, from a wrestl

ing match to a bronco busting contest. It was an unrestrained 

reign of conviviality; the frolic preceding the ordeal. 

Stroxxg lunged veterans caroled the memory of "Sam Bass," bel

lowed a "Tribute to the Trail," or warbled "The Cowpuncher's 

Pying Declaration," or "The Charge I Left Behind Me." Bvery 

one had a supreme right to sing at once if he wanted to do 

so, a fact that was acc<»Bplished by singing one song and an

other tune, ^ e fact that a dozen or two cooks were bluster

ing or cursing around, half a dozen rows going on over poker 

games, two or three shooting scrapes imminent, didn't inter

rupt the gi?eat Western chorus. I have heard hundreds of coy

otes howling at one time, dozens of steam whistles screeching 

and bells ringing on New Year's night; I have heard the thun

ders roll, the lightning crash, and the stampeded herd roar

ing over rocky ledges; I have heard thousands of cattle bawl

ing and bellowing and hundreds of lost, scared calves bleat

ing at round-ups, but I have never heard any volume of sound 

or musical uproar equal to those commencement exercises. 

But every cowpuncher wasn't a musician, and many of them 

didn^t even give ear to something they will never have a 
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chance to hear again, so every man indulged in that character 

of pastime most consistent with his inclinations. The good 

story teller was a prime favorite, but if a story teller nar

rated something that didn't come up to standard or that had 

been previously heard by most of the crowd, he would meet a 

fate that would have netted its inventor a fortune in the 

days of the Inquisition. Such a story would be followed by 

a death-like silence. This would give the narrator time to 

realize his awful predicament, feel a proper sense of humil

iation, and wonder why one so innocent should get into trouble 

so unexpectedly and meet a fate so fearful. 
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